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It’s A BIG DAY!

Every patient has a story…it all starts at our first appointment at Leber Orthodontics
where we are welcomed warmly and given a plan and length of treatment for that
perfect SMILE! During the course of treatment we have our braces placed and then
monthly adjustments are done.
Finally it is time for the BIG DAY…the braces are
finally removed and the “smile’ reveal is minutes
away! With mounting excitement, the patient greets
the doctor and staff. Then, Dr. Leber checks the
bite for the final time, removes the braces, takes
impressions for retainers and polishes the teeth.
With the staff singing “The braces are removed
today!” “The braces are removed today,” the patient
are treated to special treats such as M&M’s and
snickers and, of course, they can redeem all those
precious tokens with wonderful prizes. What a
perfect BIG DAY!
Thank you for giving us that opportunity to achieve
your BIG DAY at Leber Orthodontics! We challenge
you to embrace life with fun and confidence with

your new, winning SMILE....

Tooth Talk
Invisalign
In this case, we
corrected an
anterior open
bite (Where the
front teeth are
not touching).
What an amazing
transformation.

Invisalign uses a series of invisible,
removable, and comfortable
aligners that no one can tell
you’re wearing. So you can smile
more during treatment as well as
after. Invisalign is made with 3-D
computer imaging technology and
has been proven effective.
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Early
Treatment
The American Association of
Orthodontists recommends that
your child get an orthodontic
check-up no later than age 7.
While your child’s teeth may
appear to be straight, there
could be a problem that only an
orthodontist can detect.
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In this case, Jack had
an underbite (upper
front teeth are behind
the lower teeth). It
was so severe you
couldn’t see his front
teeth because they
were hiding behind
his lower teeth.

Adult Braces
Adults are the fastest
growing population
of patients seeking
orthodontic care. In fact,
about one in every five
orthodontic patients
today is over age 18. Adult
treatment is very similar
to standard adolescent
treatment. With adult
patients, we truly listen
to the patient’s chief
compliant and concentrate
our efforts in addressing
these main concerns.
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In this case, Paul had a severe deep bite (Upper front
teeth excessively overlap the lower front teeth which
leads to excessive wear of the front teeth) and severe
lower crowding.

Our Team ! !
Our staff “plays together” along with helping you achieve beautiful straight teeth and
that perfect smile! With matching tie-dyed shirts Leber Orthodontics rocks the San
Diego Orthodontic Convention with enthusiastic participation at the guitar-playing and
dancing contests! Our annual Bowling Party is always a hit with healthy competition
among the teams. And the Christmas “White Elephant” highlights such fun gifts as an U
of A little fan tailgate table, “mac” make-up, and a festive Christmas arrangement.

Smiles
AHEAD
Orthodontic Program

‘’SMILES AHEAD,” the orthodontic
program for underserved families
started by Dr. Eric and Dr. Larry in 2012,
is in full swing at St. Elizabeth Dental
Clinic. Currently, we are helping eighteen patients achieve a beautiful, healthy smile. The
educational component of SMILES AHEAD has been equally successful with patients
bringing in positive reports on their language arts and math progress.
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